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To what extent was Rosario “Russell” Bufalino involved in the disappearance of Jimmy Hoffa in

1975? In the CIA’s recruitment of gangsters to assassinate Fidel Castro? In organizing the

historic meeting of crime chieftains in 1957? Even in the production of The Godfather movie? A

uniquely American saga that spans six decades, The Quiet Don follows Russell Bufalino’s

remarkably quiet ascent from Sicilian immigrant to mob soldier to a man described by a United

States Senate subcommittee in 1964 as “one of the most ruthless and powerful leaders of the

Mafia in the United States.”Secretive—even reclusive—Russell Bufalino quietly built his

organized crime empire in the decades between Prohibition and the Carter presidency. His

reach extended far beyond the coal country of Scranton, Pennsylvania, and quaint Amish

farms near Lancaster. Bufalino had a hand in global, national, and local politics of the largest

American cities, many of its major industries, and controlled the powerful Teamsters Union. His

influence also reached the highest levels of Pennsylvania government and halls of Congress,

and his legacy left a culture of corruption that continues to this day. INCLUDES PHOTOS
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round.PROLOGUEThe old man with the droopy right eye sat slumped on the witness chair

pretending to be a nobody.At five feet ten inches and nearing eighty years of age, he sure

didn’t look like anyone important, not with his ruffled suit and tired features. So it was hard to

believe for anyone looking at him in the courtroom at the federal district courthouse in



Manhattan in October 1981 that he could be a threat to anyone, much less be the man

responsible for the murder of Jimmy Hoffa.But federal prosecutors had circled around the old

man following one of the most intense and thorough investigations in the history of the Federal

Bureau of Investigation. More than two hundred FBI agents were assigned to the Hoffa case

within hours after the former head of the Teamsters union had vanished into thin air on July 30,

1975. Over the next three years, agents conducted hundreds of interviews and reviewed

countless documents, and prosecutors convened several grand juries. In addition, there were

two congressional hearings and a separate Senate committee investigation. But all were

frustrated and doomed to failure by the lack of evidence and the inability to get any one of the

alleged conspirators to talk, chief among them the elderly man now sitting on the witness

stand, who preferred to discuss the joys of dipping fresh, crisp loaves of Italian bread into a

well-made tomato sauce.So, instead, the government agents took a different tack and

harassed their suspects, a small group of men long affiliated with organized crime, charging

them with anything they could in the hope of pressuring them to tell the truth but otherwise

feeling content that getting them off the street and inside a prison cell was an acceptable

alternative.Rosario “Russell” Bufalino was no exception.Jack Napoli ran to the FBI seeking

their protection in 1976 after Bufalino threatened to personally strangle him with his bare

hands. Napoli unwisely used Bufalino’s name to buy $25,000 worth of diamonds, and then

bounced the check on the merchant, who subsequently sent word to Bufalino. Napoli was

summoned to the Vesuvio restaurant, in midtown Manhattan, to explain himself. But it was

Bufalino who did most of the talking, and everything he said, including the promise of what he

would do to the six-foot-six, two-hundred-forty pound Napoli if he didn’t return the diamonds,

was captured on a recording device Napoli wore, courtesy of the FBI.“I’m going to kill you,

cocksucker,” Bufalino roared, “and I’m going to do it myself and I’m going to jail just for

you.”Bufalino’s threat was somewhat prophetic. He was indicted on federal extortion charges,

found guilty and served four years in prison, where he stewed over Napoli and remained so

transfixed with the informant that he enlisted a cell mate to kill him. But the FBI found out about

that plan too and charged Bufalino again, this time with attempted murder as he exited the

prison.The new charges didn’t bring any headlines. The media barely acknowledged Bufalino,

who may have had business interests in New York, but he was, after all, from Pennsylvania of

all places, which didn’t warrant the often rabid media attention heaped on other organized

crime figures who hailed from Manhattan, Brooklyn, Staten Island and New Jersey, such as

“Crazy” Joe Gallo, Carmine Galante, Vito Genovese, Carlo Gambino and his successor, Paul

Castellano.But there were a select few who knew about the old man, and among them was

Nathanial Akerman, a young assistant U.S. attorney who had been prosecuting organized

crime cases for several years and had access to the sensitive files detailing Bufalino’s

history.He first appeared on the FBI’s radar in 1953, when his name was mentioned in a secret

report filed by the Philadelphia bureau as part of the FBI’s new “Top Hoodlum Program.” Over

the next quarter century, Bufalino’s name continually resurfaced in the FBI reports, detailing his

hold over the garment industry in Pennsylvania and New York; his control over Jimmy Hoffa

and the Teamsters union, especially its rich pension fund; and Bufalino’s role in organizing the

infamous meeting of organized crime chieftains held in Apalachin, New York, in 1957, the very

meeting that finally introduced the Mafia, La Cosa Nostra, to America.Akerman also had an

inkling about Bufalino’s connections to the plots by the Central Intelligence Agency to kill Fidel

Castro.Some twenty years earlier, in April 1961, Bufalino stood on a boat with three other men

—one an agent with the CIA—that drifted in the Caribbean off the Bahamas and just ninety-

miles away from where a U.S.-trained force was about to invade Cuba. Bufalino was going to



follow the invaders into Havana to retrieve nearly $1 million that he had hidden just before

fleeing the island more than a year earlier, after Castro consolidated his power and assumed

control of the island’s casinos, including two that Bufalino co-owned near Havana. Before

fleeing Cuba, where he had been doing business for nearly twenty years, Bufalino had

carefully wrapped the money in oilcloth and buried it. He left the island enraged, chain-smoking

cigarettes as he watched the fading lights while his boat sliced through the waters of the

Caribbean Sea during his hasty escape.It was Jimmy Hoffa who had introduced Bufalino to the

CIA, in 1959, and it was Hoffa who had also been the CIA’s go-between for two other

gangsters, Sam Giancana and Johnny Roselli, to help in the agency’s covert operation to

eliminate Castro. Giancana was the powerful head of the Chicago outfit, and Roselli, from Los

Angeles, began his career as a contract killer for Al Capone but left Chicago in the 1920s to

oversee organized crime’s control of Hollywood and later Las Vegas.The CIA had used

gangsters before, but Cuba was a natural, and tapping their anger over the loss of lucrative

businesses seemed like a good idea. Cuba had long been their gold mine, gathering riches

from the casinos, brothels, drugs and legitimate businesses that poured into and out of

Havana. Organized crime lavished in the kind of wealth it hadn’t seen since

Prohibition.Bufalino, then fifty-eight, had for years been a regular visitor to Cuba, where he had

stakes in the Havana casinos, a dog track, shrimp boats and several other businesses. And he

counted his success in great part to his long-standing relationship with Cuban dictator

Fulgencio Batista. The two men had met in the 1940s and enjoyed a number of mutual

interests, in particular a love of money.In fact, organized crime earned more than $1 million a

day from its Cuban operations. It was a joint venture with a friendly government, only now that

government was gone, and in its place was an idealist and revolutionary in Castro, who initially

agreed to allow the crime lords to keep their businesses but later reneged, which is why the

CIA reached out to Hoffa to enlist his organized crime partners to help eliminate the new

Cuban leader.The message was simple: President John F. Kennedy had approved air cover for

a large invasion force to storm the island and ultimately overthrow Castro. But on the day of the

invasion, the expected air support never materialized and the attacking force of less than two

thousand CIA-trained soldiers, mostly Cuban exiles, was easily defeated. The Bay of Pigs was

a military and political disaster, an embarrassment that would haunt America for decades, and

Bufalino returned to the United States empty-handed.Years had passed, and few knew the

exact details of the CIA’s recruitment of gangsters in its Cuban operations until 1975, when

Time magazine reported the agency’s ties to Bufalino, Giancana and Roselli. The information

had spilled during a new Senate investigation led by Senator Frank Church of Idaho into the

CIA’s assassination efforts in Cuba and elsewhere. One Time story, from June 9, 1975, relayed

how Bufalino and two of his associates, James Plumeri and Salvatore Granello, had left large

amounts of money behind after the Communists took over.On June 19, 1975, ten days after

the Time story was published, Giancana was preparing a midnight snack of sausages and

peppers for himself and a guest in the basement kitchen of his home in suburban Chicago. At

age sixty-seven, Giancana had recently returned from a self-imposed, eight-year exile in

Mexico and was far removed from the vast criminal empire he once controlled. Long replaced

as the head of the Midwest mob, Giancana sought a quieter life, which included the pleasure of

frying sausages in oil for a friend.But as Giancana stood over the stove tending to his late-night

meal, his visitor aimed a .22 handgun equipped with a silencer behind Giancana’s head and

pulled the trigger. The visitor then rolled Giancana’s lifeless body over onto his back and fired

six more times around Giancana’s mouth.Six weeks later, on July 30, 1975, Jimmy Hoffa sat in

a suburban Detroit restaurant awaiting a visit from Tony Provenzano, a New Jersey Teamster



official and highly regarded and powerful member of New York’s Genovese crime family. Hoffa

had been paroled by President Nixon in 1971 after serving several years in prison for

conspiracy, and he was seeking to recapture the Teamsters presidency. He first needed to

settle several lingering issues with Provenzano. But Provenzano never arrived, and Hoffa

vanished.A year later, on August 9, 1976, Johnny Roselli’s decomposed body was found inside

a fifty-five-gallon drum floating in a Florida bay. Roselli, seventy-one, had been strangled, shot

and tortured. His legs had been sawed off, most likely while he was still alive.Investigators

originally believed the murders were the result of mob-related business. Organized crime

figures didn’t exactly welcome Giancana’s return to Chicago, and Hoffa had irritated mob

chieftains with his insistence in regaining the Teamsters presidency following his release from

prison in 1971.Hoffa threatened to expose their secrets at a time when organized crime’s

relationship with the Teamsters was never better, under the leadership of President Frank

Fitzsimmons, Hoffa’s handpicked successor. Tens of millions of dollars in loans from the

Teamsters Central States pension fund flowed into new mob-controlled casino construction in

Las Vegas and other projects, and Fitzsimmons had enjoyed a profitable relationship with

President Nixon, offering his administration full Teamster support, and maintained his strong

ties with the Republicans after Nixon’s resignation, in 1974.Despite warnings from high-level

organized crime figures to remain in the background, the bombastic Hoffa wouldn’t quit. When

he disappeared, the investigators presumed he picked the wrong battle and his stubbornness

led to his death.It was the murder of Roselli that added a new, unexpected wrinkle. The Church

Committee was also probing the CIA’s links to the Kennedy assassination, in 1963, along with

its efforts to kill foreign leaders, including Castro. During the hearings, which began in 1975,

the CIA shocked the nation by surprisingly admitting to its use of gangsters to help kill Castro.

The committee, seeking to learn the truth, wanted to talk to Giancana, Roselli and Hoffa.And

then came the Time article, which included the first-ever mention of the secretive and reclusive

Bufalino.When the committee issued its final report on the CIA’s connection to organized

crime, in 1976, its frustration ran deep, blaming the unsolved murders of Giancana, Hoffa and

Roselli for its incomplete report and inability to discover the truth.The CIA publicly denied any

role in the murders or Hoffa’s disappearance, which produced an investigation the likes of

which the FBI hadn’t pursued in years. Within a year, there was but a handful of chief suspects,

all with affiliations either to the Teamsters or organized crime or both.And at the top of the list

was the relatively unknown figure from northeast Pennsylvania, Russell Bufalino.So, as the old

man awaited his grilling inside the federal courtroom in April 1981, Nathanial Akerman

approached him wanting to talk about Hoffa and the Teamsters, about Cuba, Castro, the

Kennedys and the Bay of Pigs. But the prosecutor was relegated to the case at hand, which

was nothing more than Bufalino threatening to kill a nobody who used his name to steal some

diamonds.“Now, it’s true, is it not, that you are a member of La Cosa Nostra?”“No, sir.”“It is true,

is it not, that Carlo Gambino was a member of the La Cosa Nostra?”“I don’t know about Carlo

Gambino’s memberships.”“You knew Carlo Gambino, right?”“Yes, I did.”Akerman then showed

Bufalino a photograph of Frank Sinatra standing with several men following his September

1976 concert at the Westchester Premier Theater, a venue north of New York City.“Mr.

Bufalino, do you recognize anybody in this photograph?”“I recognize Sinatra.”“Do you

recognize anybody else?”“Carlo Gambino, and this is Greg DePalma with hair and this here is

Castellano.”“That is Paul Castellano?”“That’s right.”“You also know a Mr. Angelo Bruno, do you

not?”“Yes, I do.”“Did you ever go to a meeting in Apalachin, New York?”“I had charge of

maintenance of Canada Dry Beverage, which was owned by Mr. Joseph Barbara.”“I asked you

a question. Did you ever go to a meeting in Apalachin?”“There was no meeting. I was called at



a house there anytime there was a breakdown or to deliver some groceries for my boss. I’d

been there many times.”“Do you recall any particular date that there were a number of people

there?”“Yes, I think sometime in November, 1959–57.”“November 14th to be exact, right?”“I

believe so.”“At that time there were a number of people that were there, were there not?”“Yes,

there were.”“And in fact Carlo Gambino was there, was he not?”“I don’t remember.”“Was Vito

Genovese also there?”“I don’t remember.”“Do you know him?”“Vito?”“Yes.”“Yes, I knew

Vito.”“Did you know him for a long time?”“No, not too long.”“How many people were there

altogether?”“I don’t remember. You should have the statistics.”“Something like fifty-eight

men?”“More or less.”“These were all people in La Cosa Nostra?”“Not to my knowledge.”“You

just happened to be there selling soda?” said Akerman.“No,” said Bufalino. “I’m a

mechanic.”Akerman smiled.The self-described “mechanic” was a man whose unpretentious

lifestyle and hidden perch in northeastern Pennsylvania served as a cover for a vast and

decades-long criminal enterprise that elevated Bufalino to the top of the mob hierarchy, a figure

so influential and violent, a 1964 U.S. Senate subcommittee report on “Organized Crime and

Illicit Traffic in Narcotics” described Bufalino as “one of the most ruthless and powerful leaders

of the Mafia in the United States.”To those who knew him very well, including Akerman, Russell

Bufalino was arguably the most powerful organized crime figure in the nation.“So,” said

Akerman. “You’re a mechanic?”“That’s right,” said Bufalino.ONETwo Pennsylvania State Police

troopers sat inside an unmarked car waiting for the go-ahead to do something they had never

done before, arrest a Catholic priest for lying to a grand jury.It was early January 2008, and the

troopers, Rich Weinstock and Dave Swartz, had been waiting for nearly an hour with the

engine off, the cold morning air laying a thin frost on the windows.The Rev. Joseph Sica was

inside the St. Mary of the Assumption Church monastery, likely having breakfast. He usually

left just before 9 A.M. for Mercy Hospital, where he was the resident chaplain, and the troopers

had planned to arrest him before he left for work. When the call finally came, just after 8:30

A.M., the troopers exited the car and walked briskly to Sica’s front door. He lived in an

apartment at the monastery, which was in Scranton, and after several knocks, the door opened

and there stood the burly priest, somewhat surprised that he had two guests so early in the

morning.“Father Joseph Sica, I’m Trooper Weinstock, this is Detective Swartz. We are with the

Pennsylvania State Police and we have a warrant for your arrest.”Sica was stunned. He had

seen the troopers before, during the grand jury hearings in Harrisburg the previous summer.

But he was just a witness and not the target of the investigation. When Sica asked why he was

being arrested, he was told he was being charged with perjury.Weinstock handcuffed Sica and

sat him on a chair and informed him he had a search warrant. Within minutes, the troopers

found a handgun and $1,000 in cash.“I have a permit for that,” said Sica of the gun. Irate, the

priest threatened Weinstock, telling him that he was opening himself to exposure of a sexual

harassment lawsuit filed by a female trooper. The complaint had been dismissed, so the

priest’s threat meant nothing.The troopers put a coat over Sica’s shoulders and led him to the

police cruiser. Several other troopers had arrived to mop up as Sica was put in the backseat for

the two-hour drive to Harrisburg.Within minutes, a fidgety Sica said he had to make a call, and

he asked Weinstock if he could use his cell phone.“Who you calling?”“A friend. I have to notify

my attorney.”Intrigued, Weinstock pulled out his phone, and Sica rattled off a phone number,

after which Weinstock reached back and put the phone to Sica’s ear and mouth. The volume

was on high, so the troopers could hear the phone ring and the gruff voice that answered.“Lou,

it’s me. Listen, I’ve been arrested.”“You what?”“I’ve been arrested. They’re taking me now to

Harrisburg.”“Don’t say anything. We’ll take care of it, you hear me?”“Yes.”“Where are you

now?”“I’m in the police car. I’m with the troopers. They’re taking me to jail in Harrisburg.”“You’re



what, inside the car now talking to me? Get off! Get off the phone!”Weinstock and Swartz

heard everything, including the abrupt hang up, and they recognized the voice on the other end

of the line.“You called DeNaples?” said Weinstock.* * *IT WAS ALMOST three years earlier, in

April 2005, when Ralph Periandi was thumbing through more than a dozen files sitting on his

lap on the drive back to the Pennsylvania State Police headquarters, in Harrisburg, from

Philadelphia, reviewing his notes from his meeting with the FBI.Periandi was a lieutenant

colonel and a deputy commissioner, which was the second-highest rank within the state police

and just one step below the commissioner. Of medium height, clean-cut, his gray uniform

pressed to perfection and hair buzz-cut short over a trim and fit figure, Periandi looked the part

of a police commander, and he had dressed to make an impression.For nearly thirty years, he

enjoyed a career that took him to different posts throughout the state, from a fresh-faced

trooper writing speeding tickets outside Philadelphia in 1975 to running the Bureau of Criminal

Investigations (BCI), a prestigious post where he commanded the nerve center for all state

police investigations. As a major in charge of BCI, Periandi had his finger on the pulse of crime

in the state, and it was from that platform that now, as deputy commissioner, he decided he

could commence a probe of Pennsylvania’s popular governor, Ed Rendell and his

administration, which was the primary reason for the meeting with the FBI.Rendell had been

elected governor in November 2002. He was a rare force of will and personality who, as

Philadelphia’s mayor in the 1990s, had gained national acclaim for leading that city’s

remarkable transformation. Originally from New York, Rendell attended college in Philadelphia,

first at the University of Pennsylvania, and then law school at Villanova. Following graduation,

he remained in Philadelphia and served as an assistant district attorney before diving into

politics and winning. He won his first political race in 1977 using an anticorruption platform to

defeat the incumbent district attorney.Rendell served two terms as district attorney before

making an ill-fated run for governor in 1986. He lost his first bid for mayor of Philadelphia but

won on his second try, in 1991, and took over the administration of a crime-ridden, nearly

bankrupt city with deep divisions within its multiethnic constituency. But by the time he left

office, in 1999, he had led a stunning turnaround, turning a budget deficit into a surplus and,

through sheer will and political cunning, erased Philadelphia’s negative national perception and

replaced it with a burgeoning pride.Despite his success, Rendell never took his eyes off his

main prize, the governorship, and he resigned as mayor in late 1999 to take up the

chairmanship of the Democratic National Committee (DNC), a post he held during the 2000

presidential election and the chaotic weeks that followed as the courts decided the historic

outcome between Republican George W. Bush and Democrat Al Gore.But Rendell’s tenure in

Washington, D.C., was a temporary diversion as he plotted his next major political conquest,

which became apparent to all after he resigned as DNC chairman in 2001 to focus on the 2002

Pennsylvania gubernatorial election.The post had been held by two-term Republican governor

Tom Ridge, but he resigned following the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks on New York,

Washington, D.C., and Pennsylvania to accept the appointment as head of a brand-new federal

agency, the Department of Homeland Security.After announcing his candidacy, Rendell

created a campaign strategy that used as its centerpiece the successful legalization of casino

gambling. For years, Pennsylvania property owners fell victim to spiraling school property

taxes, which crippled many of state’s cities and municipalities. Feeding off voter anger, Rendell

devised his Plan for a New Pennsylvania, which would seek legislative approval of slots

machines by arguing that the $1.5 billion in expected proceeds would be distributed to school

districts to lower property taxes. The initial idea was to allow gambling at horse tracks, but to

reach the $1 billion mark and above, the state had to license several stand-alone casinos. The



idea was universally rejected.Gaming had for decades been seen as a panacea for curing

many of Pennsylvania’s ills, but it never garnered much support from voters or the legislature.

For his part, Rendell pointed to table games in Atlantic City, slots in West Virginia as well as

gambling initiatives in other nearby states, such as Maryland, Delaware and New York, and

argued that if Pennsylvania didn’t get in the mix now, it would be shut out and forever lose

billions in potential tax revenues.Despite Rendell’s pleas, the public remained decidedly

against the initiative, as did a majority of elected officials, including the Republicans and most

Democrats in the state legislature in Harrisburg. But that didn’t stop Rendell from working

behind the scenes with two of the state’s most powerful lawmakers, Democratic senators

Vincent Fumo, of Philadelphia, and Robert Mellow, who represented a large portion of

northeast Pennsylvania, including Scranton.The two lawmakers had for years served as the

major power brokers within Pennsylvania state politics but were forced to take backseats

during the seven years of Republican leadership under Ridge, who did his best to eliminate

many of the “perks” within Harrisburg politics. In one instance, Ridge put the kibosh on a long-

standing secretive agreement that traditionally offered control of the Pennsylvania Turnpike

Commission (PTC) to the party in power. The PTC oversaw and administered the hundreds of

miles of Pennsylvania highway, from east to west and north to south, with the toll road serving

as a feeding ground for greedy politicos who received large contributions and even side cash

from a deep well of individuals and businesses eager to gain a share of the billions in state

contracts. Those favored somehow got the choice assignments, including the handful of major

law firms in Philadelphia, Harrisburg and Pittsburgh that won lucrative contracts as counsel to

PTC bond issues.Unbeknownst to Pennsylvania’s populace, and to most legislators, there had

been for years a gentlemen’s agreement within the legislative leadership that stipulated the

party in power controlled 50 percent of all Turnpike contracts, while the other 50 percent was

split between the minority party and the governor.The exception to the agreement was Tom

Ridge, a conservative Republican from Erie with designs on the U.S. presidency who tried to

limit the patronage that long overwhelmed the state capital. Ridge’s efforts muted the deal

making, especially at the PTC.Rendell won the 2002 election comfortably, and the subsequent

Democratic takeover of the House and Senate opened the doors wide to resume the previous

practices. Especially for Fumo, who had been the autocratic ruler of the state capital and the

most influential legislator in Harrisburg. Fumo’s network reached far beyond government to the

most powerful law firms and corporations doing business in Pennsylvania, and his reach also

infiltrated the state Supreme Court, which had at times been criticized for putting politics before

the law.Following his election win, Rendell immediately tasked Fumo and Mellow with initiating

a report on the potential for gaming legislation. When it was submitted to the Senate

Democratic Appropriations Committee, in mid-2003, the “Pennsylvania Slot Machine Facilities:

Statewide Revenue Projections” report suggested six so-called racinos and six stand-alone

casinos for Pennsylvania, with two in Philadelphia, one in Pittsburgh, one near Pocono

International Raceway in Long Pond and two undetermined locations, most likely Allentown

and Shrewsbury. The report suggested a one-time $50 million licensing fee for successful

applicants, with the state taking 34 percent of all gross daily receipts. The market potential,

according to the report, was nearly $3 billion, with more than $1 billion going to state coffers to

help weary taxpayers.Although the plan failed to capture the support of the public, by early

2004, the gaming initiative was moving full speed ahead behind the scenes within legislative

circles. For deputy state police commissioner Ralph Periandi’s purposes, early meetings with

the Rendell administration had produced a blueprint that would include the state police in the

vital role of casino security and the ultra-important role of conducting background



investigations of potential casino owners, along with other key personnel and employees.

Neither Periandi nor his boss, commissioner Jeffrey Miller, were in favor of the measure, with

both men sharing the belief that gaming would attract a bad element. Many legislators, mostly

Republicans, shared their negative opinions, and their opposition to the legislation delayed a

vote, while Democrats horse-traded with their own leadership. The Philadelphia black caucus,

for instance, refused to support the legislation unless one of the casino licenses was awarded

to an African-American. The caucus also insisted that an African-American was appointed to

what would be the seven-member Pennsylvania Gaming Control Board responsible to oversee

the new initiative.Despite the overwhelming public opposition, the arm-twisting and negotiating

continued until legislators were called to a bizarre midnight vote on July 4, 2004. When it was

originally introduced, the legislation was a thirty-three-line document about background checks

at state horse tracks. Fumo’s staff spent weeks rewriting the bill, and when it emerged from the

Senate on July 1, 2004, it was now one hundred and forty-five pages long.Known as the

Pennsylvania Race Horse Development and Gaming Act, and commonly known as Act 71, the

bill authorized slots gambling throughout the state and paved the way for 61,000 slot machines

at fourteen casinos at yet-to-be determined sites. Table games, such as blackjack and poker,

weren’t included in the bill, though there was an understanding those games would eventually

be part of the mix. Debate on the bill began on Saturday, July 3, and the voting went down

party lines, with Rendell, Fumo and Mellow pressing hard on the Democratic majority in the

House and Senate, which followed its leadership and approved the legislation.Pennsylvania

had casino gambling, and Periandi had his antenna up.Miller had been on vacation that holiday

weekend in Ocean City, Maryland, but at the behest of Rendell spent most of his time on the

phone assuring fence-sitting legislators that the police supported the initiative. Both Miller and

Periandi were Rendell appointees, and the reality of the situation called for Miller, as

commissioner, to follow the administration’s lead. But privately, both Miller and Periandi had

grave doubts about the legislation, and it took just a few weeks for those doubts to be

confirmed, but in a way Periandi never imagined.Just a week after the vote, the police were

summoned to a closed-door meeting with John Estey, Rendell’s chief of staff, and Greg Fajt,

the secretary of the Department of Revenue, which was the agency charged with overseeing

the early creation of the new gaming initiative. Estey and Fajt said that Rendell expected quick

clearances on background checks of favored Rendell appointments to the newly created

Gaming Control Board. Included among them was Frank Friel, a former Philadelphia police

officer whom Rendell appointed as the gaming board’s first chairman. In addition, there would

be several favored candidates applying for slots licenses. Among the names mentioned was

Louis DeNaples, an immensely powerful businessman from the Scranton area with deep

political ties and long-rumored associations with organized crime who had coincidently just

announced his intention to buy the shuttered Mount Airy Lodge Resort in the Poconos and

apply for a slots license.“We’re not going to have any problems with this,” said Estey, directing

his command to the state police liaison, Captain Ron Petyak.After receiving the edict from

Estey, Petyak went back to Periandi with the disturbing news.“This is not what you think this is.

It’s a setup,” said Petyak. “I think this is a scam and we’re being used.”Periandi and Petyak

immediately went to Miller, and his response was measured, acknowledging Petyak’s concerns

but telling him and Periandi to stay the course and follow the administration’s lead.“You should

also know the governor is going to appoint Frank Friel as the gaming board chairman. He has a

problem,” said Periandi.“You’re kidding,” said a surprised Miller.“No, I’m not. I already know

some of the issues and you may want to let the governor’s office know it may not be smooth

sailing,” said Periandi.Friel once headed Philadelphia’s Organized Crime Task Force and had



claimed that during his tenure, he played a key role in prosecuting members of that city’s Mafia

in the 1970s. But Periandi knew from his days heading BCI that Friel had been closely watched

by internal affairs after police learned of his friendship with a boxing promoter with alleged mob

ties. Friel had also allegedly misrepresented his academic credentials and had been named in

a 1974 Pennsylvania Crime Commission report as being one of a group of police officers who

allegedly took bribes from a Philadelphia club owner.Miller again told his subordinates to stay

the course, and Friel was appointed gaming board chairman on August 11, after which he

submitted a background questionnaire that was short on his personal details. So Periandi

ordered his detectives to reinterview Friel and dig into his past. The detectives ran down leads

but always seemed to be half-a-step behind the press, which had also taken an interest in

Friel, particularly the Philadelphia media.To keep their information secure and help the

administration avoid a potentially embarrassing controversy, Periandi suggested that the state

police simply make a recommendation as to Friel’s fitness to hold the position. The

administration nixed that idea, and Friel remained the chairman. But when the background

investigation was completed, just after Labor Day 2004, Periandi went to Miller with the grim

news.“The administration will be concerned if this Friel report gets out,” said Periandi. “I think

the way to get around this is for the administration to tell Friel to step back from the

appointment.”Miller brought the suggestion to Rendell, and the reply was swift: Friel would not

step aside. In addition, Rendell wanted to see the full state police report. But the allegations,

which were supposed to be confidential, surfaced in the Philadelphia Daily News, and Friel,

who vehemently denied any wrongdoing, was forced to step down as chairman less than a

month after he was appointed.Friel’s resignation infuriated Rendell, who during an emotional

press conference publicly lashed out at the media for publicizing the allegations.“You’ve unfairly

tarnished the reputation of a good and decent man,” said Rendell, with tears in his eyes. “I

hope you understand what you did.”But it wasn’t the media that drew Rendell’s wrath. Privately,

he seethed at the state police and blamed the police for leaking their report. It was a fiasco that

not only embarrassed the administration, but created much larger problems for future Rendell

appointments. If Rendell’s first gaming appointment could easily get blown out of the water,

how would other favorite candidates and appointees with checkered histories pass police

muster, especially those seeking gaming licenses, such as Louis DeNaples? The solution

came in a report that Greg Fajt and the Department of Revenue had commissioned from a

consultant six months earlier.Spectrum Gaming was a New Jersey firm headed by Fred

Gushin, a respected gaming authority and a former New Jersey assistant attorney general.

Tasked by Fajt and the Rendell administration with creating the foundation of the new gaming

industry, Gushin produced a “Blueprint for Gaming.” The one-hundred-plus-page report was

submitted in October 2004, and among Gushin’s many recommendations was tasking the state

police with overseeing the all-important background checks. But just days after submitting his

report, Gushin was told to immediately stop work and turn over all documents relating to its

assignment. No one knew what was going on until December, when Gushin learned that Fajt

had changed his report. Among Fajt’s recommendations was the creation of a new agency—

the Bureau of Investigations and Enforcement (BIE)—that would be under the control of the

gaming board, and would supplant the state police and conduct all background checks. The

police role was reduced to performing low-level background checks and overseeing casino

security.Gushin was furious that the administration would pass off the new recommendation as

his work product, and he fired off a letter on December 9, 2004, to the new gaming board

chairman-designate Thomas “Tad” Decker, a well-connected attorney and partner with the

powerful Philadelphia law firm Cozen O’Connor.“This report does not reflect our work product



and we do not concur in its recommendations and conclusions,” wrote Gushin.The decision to

replace the state police with BIE also stunned Periandi and Miller. Their relationship with Fajt

had grown cold, but they had no idea just how frosty it had become. In retrospect, although

they thought they were doing their jobs in ferreting out Friel, they derailed Rendell’s first

nomination, which was a mistake the governor wouldn’t make twice. By giving background

investigations to BIE, the gaming board would effectively control the investigative process,

especially for favored casino applicants. But BIE was a civilian agency, and even though it

would be stocked with former law enforcement personnel, they would not be privy to the kind of

deep, classified criminal information available only to law enforcement agencies, such as the

state police or FBI.That meant anyone applying for a gaming license in Pennsylvania would not

be fully vetted.It was a disaster in the making, and none of this made any sense to Periandi.

And as he pondered the administration’s actions, another unsettling issue was developing, and

this one had to do with Louis DeNaples.TWOOnce a jewel that for decades drew vacationers

from the New York metropolitan area eager to lap up the country air, good food and celebrity

entertainment, Mount Airy Lodge had, by the 1990s, lost its luster. Plagued by financial

difficulties, the resort closed in 2001 after its owner committed suicide, and it was taken over by

a private-equity firm, Cerberus Capital Management, which later sold it to Louis DeNaples, in

2004.Periandi first heard about DeNaples in the early 1980s, when his name surfaced in

several Pennsylvania Crime Commission reports. DeNaples, according to the reports, had

close associations with the Bufalino crime family, which in its heyday was only fifty members

strong yet controlled all organized crime activity in northeast Pennsylvania and parts of

southern New York State. Among its favored businesses were loan sharking, extortion, money

laundering, labor racketeering and prostitution.According to the crime commission reports,

DeNaples’ relationship with the Bufalinos was publicly unveiled after he pleaded no contest in

1978 for defrauding the U.S. government for taking part in a scheme that fraudulently billed

more than $500,000 for supposed cleanup work from Hurricane Agnes, which devastated the

region in 1972. DeNaples was charged with several other men, including Scranton city officials,

but the trial ended in a hung jury, with one lone holdout forcing an acquittal. Prior to a second

trial, DeNaples pleaded no contest to a single fraud charge. He paid a $10,000 fine and was

placed on probation but escaped a prison sentence.But in 1980, the FBI was tipped off that the

first DeNaples’ trial had been fixed by several members of the Bufalino family, among them

James Osticco, the underboss and a hard-core gangster whose relationship with the family

namesake, Russell Bufalino, went back to the 1950s. Both men had been arrested at the

famed mob gathering in Apalachin, New York, in November 1957, which for the first time

brought organized crime out into the national public eye.In 1983, Osticco and several others

were tried and convicted for bribing the juror and her husband. The price was cheap: $1,000, a

set of car tires and a pocket watch.The DeNaples case was subsequently referenced in several

Pennsylvania Crime Commission reports, as were his alleged ties to Osticco and several other

organized crime figures, among them William D’Elia, who had taken over leadership of the

Bufalino family in the mid-1990s.The DeNaples story was the legendary rags to riches. His

father, Patrick, was a railroad worker, and DeNaples grew up piss poor, sharing shoes and

other clothing with his siblings. As a young man, he sold Christmas trees on a corner lot, using

his profits to buy a single junked auto. Some forty years later, DeNaples led a billion-dollar

legacy that included ownership of two of the largest garbage landfills in Pennsylvania and

several auto junkyards and appointments to some of the region’s most prestigious boards,

including the University of Scranton and Blue Cross Blue Shield, where he rubbed elbows with

some of the most-respected and well-known names in the region. He also had his own bank,



First National Community Bank, where he served as chairman and was the largest

stockholder.By the 1990s, everyone in the region and in the wide halls of the capital in

Harrisburg knew about DeNaples, who aside from being a shrewd businessman attended

mass daily and was a major benefactor who gave away millions to local charities and the

Catholic Church. DeNaples’ donations were legendary, including a $35 million gift to the

University of Scranton for a gleaming marble building named after DeNaples’ parents. His

philanthropy helped him gain wide support among not just the local populace, but the entire

political infrastructure. DeNaples also cultivated deep ties within state and federal government

and counted figures such as Pennsylvania senator Arlen Specter as friends. He also had well-

entrenched associations with law enforcement, so few people dared oppose him.As Periandi

ascended through the police ranks, he would often hear about DeNaples, but not for his

charitable pursuits. Aside from the Pennsylvania Crime Commission reports, DeNaples’ name

had surfaced on occasion. In 2001, a federal affidavit directly connected him to William D’Elia.

Known as “Big Billy” for his hulking six-feet-four-inch frame, D’Elia was once Russell Bufalino’s

driver and bodyguard whose notoriety earned him a lifetime ban in 2003 from the New Jersey

Division of Gaming Enforcement from entering any Atlantic City casinos.Following Bufalino’s

death, in 1994, it was D’Elia who eventually gained control of the family, and according to the

2001 affidavit, several confidential informants alleged that DeNaples had made payments to

D’Elia for undisclosed work and protection. No charges were filed against D’Elia or DeNaples

in connection with this investigation.Periandi had enough of a working understanding of

DeNaples to know of his wide influence within the state, particularly its political circles, and he

was disturbed that DeNaples was seeking a gaming license. Even more disconcerting was the

language in the new gaming legislation, which barred convicted felons from owning casinos

unless the conviction was older than fifteen years. DeNaples’ 1978 conviction, ironically, was

more than twenty-five years old, which qualified him for a license in Pennsylvania but not in

other gaming states, such as Nevada or New Jersey. In addition, Periandi couldn’t help but

notice that DeNaples’ purchased the Mount Airy property before he was even approved for a

slots license.Something was clearly amiss, and no doubt, Periandi believed, the DeNaples

entrée into gaming was one of the primary reasons why the state police were cast aside:

DeNaples was certain to get a slots license. Given DeNaples’ history, Periandi believed that a

routine state police investigation should have blocked any chance of him owning a casino. But

with the police now out of the picture, there was nothing to stop the gaming board from

eventually granting DeNaples a casino license.
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Frank A. Shevock, “History of Mafia Corruption on Pennsylvania Politics. I am giving this book 5

stars for its history on corruption and mafiosi influence on politics in Pennsylvania, and not for

its story on Russel Buffalino. The Buffalino information in the book felt secondary to the rest of

the story. As a side note, I grew up in Northeast Pa. less than two miles from Buffalino’s

Kingston, Pa. house. Whenever my mother would drive by his very unremarkable plain

residence, she would say to me in a hushed tone that “a mafia gang member lives there”.

Pittston, Pa. is mentioned quite a bit in the book as a center of mafia activity. Anyone who lives

in the Wilkes Barre/Scranton area will tell you the same. I was disappointed to read about

Governor Ed Rendell’s alleged corrupt background as described in the book.”

james coyne, “Lots of information. So much information about the mob that you typically don't

hear about. The mafia in New York & Chicago are well documented, but mobsters and their

associates from other parts of the country aren't usually well known. Getting so much

information about Russell Bufalino all these many years after he was at the height of his

powers is both a great thing and very frustrating. The book itself is oddly structured, with many

items described at an earlier point of the book and then covered again in a later portion of the

book. It sometimes gives you a sense of deja vu. But to learn about the mob's activities in

Pennsylvania, and the associated activities of business & government in the same region is

fascinating. There are some things int he book that may not be completely accurate, in

particular the circumstances surrounding the death of Jimmy Hoffa and how the mob factored

into the killing of JFK. The circumstances behind both killings may never be fully known. But

otherwise, this is a good book full of details, obscure people and events that helped shape the

world in which we lived back in the 50's, 60's & 70's and even up to this day.”

Jim West, “Informs and Entertains. Having some previous knowledge about Pennsylvania

politics and the way things sometimes "work" in Northeast Pennsylvania I found this to be a

good read that provided plausible "fill in the gap" explanations for many things that have

undeniably happened over the years. While many of the events set forth as actual fact cannot

be proven in Court "beyond a reasonable doubt" this book clearly adds to the quantum of

available knowledge, enlightens, warns and entertains those who wish to stay informed. I

personally enjoyed it as a "great retirement read".”

Dan, “Great Book About a Little-Known area of the Mafia. A very good read on a lesser known



area of the Mafia. (Bufalino did a good job of staying under the radar of the LE community for

the most part, but they knew who he was.)First, I had some prior knowledge of this story and

its many intersects. (A couple of family members grew up in the Wilkes-Barre area.) Having

heard many stories of Bufalino and his influence and organization, I really didn't expect to learn

much more. I was wrong. I had to ask those who lived it if some of this story really was true (it

was).That said, I've actually read this book twice now. It's a good, solid read on a part of the

Mafia somewhat ignored in other Mafia stories. It's a real page-turner, borderline addicting. If

you like crime dramas, complete with all the unsavory stuff that goes with it, this is well worth

the time to read.”

jonny irish, “The lesson, in staying below the radar very good read about a very low profile

player in organized crime. Johnny Irish has read upwards of 100 books on drug dealers

mafioso's and all kinds of criminals. This book is very informative it explains to you how Jimmy

Hoffa was tied into organized crime on the East Coast, even though he was a Detroit union

associate many people wouldn't even know where Scranton Pennsylvania is I recommend a

drive-through the Scranton Wilkes-Barre area of Pennsylvania in the fall the leaves on the trees

are quite panoramic and you'll appreciate the book more if you see the area of the country

where this man's base of operations was you be quite surprise Angelo Bruno was always

referred to as the quiet Don so I guess you could call Russell.extra quiet Don it's still a good

read one of the best available now I recommend it to all organized crime aficionados perhaps a

movie is in the making I wonder who Hollywood is going to pick to play Russell respectfully

Johnny Irish”

Ellison F, “Exceptionally well written. Exceptionally well written biography of the life and times of

an old time Pennsylvania mob boss. The description of Bufalino’s involvement in illegal

gambling, Cuba and the casinos, the Bay of Pigs, the Teamsters Union under Jimmy Hoffa as

well as his link to mobsters and his disappearance is especially revetting. The only downside is

the digression into activities and failed prosecution in the 21st C of businessman with dodgy

connections. Wish book had just focussed on Bufalino.”

Neil H., “The man from The Irishman. Good book, told me a lot about the man that Joe Pesci

played in The Irishman. I found that part really interesting. My main gripe was the author

seemed to stray and added another "story" that only confused the main topic, in this case

Bufalino.”

Nello Mauri, “Not completed the book yet, but for anybody who .... Not completed the book yet,

but for anybody who likes Mafia history this is a must, as I had never heard of this Mafia Boss.”
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